downregulated in ERA patients with erosions, with 6 (3.9%) downregulated more than twofold. A total of 15 miRNAs were differentially expressed (P<0.05) and 4 were possibly differentially expressed (P ≤0.1) between ERA patients with and without erosions. At baseline, expression of miR-143–3p, miR-145–5p and miR-99b-5p were significantly higher in ERA patients with erosions than those without erosions (P<0.05 for all). After 12 months of csDMARDs treatment, 31.7%, 47.7%, and 20.6% of the ERA patients had erosion progression, stable erosion and partial erosion repair respectively. Logistic regression analysis revealed baseline expression of miR-99b-5p to be an independent predictor of erosion progression at 12 months (Exp [B]= 4.203, 95% CI 1.166–15.147, P=0.029) (table 1).
Methods: After obtaining ethics approval, we surveyed rheumatologists who were members of the Canadian Rheumatology Association with RA patient scenarios where each was rated as a MD global for disease activity from 0–10. The cases covered a range of disease activity; to determine extreme cases and cases in between. There were some scenarios where a change in status was given (i.e. a rating with one disease state and then the patient returned and another rating was given by each participant when the patient was obviously better or worse). Kappa, Intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficients, and linear mixed models were used to analyze the data.

Results: We received 145 responses from eligible physicians spanning the above categories (approximately 40% response rate). Contrary to our original hypothesis, MD global assessments were not significantly different between physicians in any category (number of RA patients seen per year, years of experience, age, sex, type of practice [community vs. university], and self-reported expertise in RA). Moreover, the range of answers for the same scenario was as high as 7.6 out of a possible 10, indicating vast discrepancies between physicians. We checked to ensure the questions were not answered backwards by individuals using the scenarios where a patient changed disease activity over time. The agreement was highest in the extreme scenarios (very low and very high disease activity, but in the spectrum in between agreement was extremely poor). Some scenarios outlined changes in individual patients, however physicians surveyed were often in disagreement as to how well the patient recovered or worsened. The change in MD globally between one time and the next in the cases had better agreement than the actual scores.

Conclusions: This research emphasizes the need to establish stringent evaluation criteria of disease activity as rated by the physician in RA; particularly if remission and low disease activity is used clinically by CDAI or SDAI. Perhaps a catalogue examples of patient scenarios of MD globals that range from 0 to 10 should be developed, standardized and agreed upon; to decrease the wide variability of ranking by rheumatologists.
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Background: The most frequent cause of death in patients with chronic rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is of cardiovascular (CV) origin. CV risk prediction scores in the normal population do not predict the CV risk in RA patients adequately due to the additional systemic inflammatory burden which is pathogenic for CV disease. Recently, Solomon et al developed the ERS-RA Risk Score, a newly and expanded CV risk score predicting the 10 year CV event risk in RA patients. This is based on a cohort from the Consortium of Rheumatology Researchers of North America registry. In this abstract we present the results of a validation test performed with the ERS-RA Risk Score in the Dutch CARRÉ study.

Objectives: To perform a validation test of the ERS-RA Risk Score in the Dutch CARRÉ study.

Methods: We validated the ERS-RA Risk Score in the CARRÉ cohort by performing a ROC curve analysis. The CARRÉ study is a Dutch cohort study investigating CVD and its risk factors in RA-patients who have been followed prospectively for at least 5 years. RA patients registered at Reade (location Jan van Breemen institute in Amsterdam, the Netherlands) participated if they fulfilled the 1987 ACR classification criteria, were diagnosed between 1989 and 2001, and were aged between 50 and 75 years. In contrast to the cohort used in study of Solomon et al, the CARRÉ study used the HAQ instead of the m-HAQ and the CARRÉ lacks the Predictor’s Global Assessment to calculate the CDAI. However, to approximate the true outcome of the m-HAQ and the CDAI we conducted the following modifications of the CARRÉ cohort data. To calculate the CDAI we estimated the Predictor’s Global Assessment as 70%, 80%, 100%, 110%, 120% and 130% of the Patient’s Global Assessment. Furthermore, we approximated the m-HAQ score 50% lower than the HAQ score as described in a recent published article.

Results: The CARRÉ study included 352 RA patients with 60 CV events over a 10 year follow up period. The mean age was 63.3 years of which 121 (34%) male participants. The ROC curve analysis shows an area under the curve of 0.603–0.612 depending on the predicted Predictor’s Global Assessment (see figure 1).

Conclusions: In conclusion, the ERS-RA Risk Score has a limited validity in the CARRÉ study, a Dutch RA cohort and can therefore not be used for risk prediction in Dutch RA patients.
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